
Steel Tape  
Measures

Non-reflective steel tape with nylon coated blade for maximum 
durability. The tape is housed in a high impact ABS plastic case 
with flush winding handle and belt clip. For ease of use, the tape 
is finished off with a handy plastic loop and metal end hook.  

 Blade Order Code Price/1
 Length KEN-536 THB
 20m/66’ -3720K NA
 30m/100’ -3740K NA

 Wheel   Length Weight Order Code Price/1
 Diameter  (Extended/Folded) each KEN-536 THB
 319mm  995/505mm 1.96kg -9010K NA

 Blade Order Code Price/1
 Length KEN-536 THB
50m/165’ -3960K NA
 100m/330’ -3990K NA

Surveyor’s Fibreglass Tape Measures
A high tensile strength fibreglass tape that will never kink or rust.  
It is white on one side and yellow on the other to help prevent 
twisting and the blade is double-coated to protect the markings 
which feature both metric and imperial measurements.  Housed 
in a robust ABS open frame with folding end claw and large D 
type handle with rubber insert for a comfort grip.  It also has a 
quick, 2x fast retraction function and marking spike.    

Metric Measuring Wheel
Robust, lightweight design with impact-resistant wheel and 
patented gear transmission structure with weather-resistant 
housing. Folding aluminium handle automatically ‘clicks’ into 
extended position. Five digit counter. 2 reset buttons. Spring 
loaded kickstand. ‘Exact Point’ indicator. Trigger operated brake. 
Supplied with carry case.

Fibreglass Tape  
Measures

A high tensile strength fibreglass blade that is both water- and 
corrosion-proof. It has an easy to read dual scale (metric and 
imperial), reinforced blade tip and metal end claw. The tape 
is presented in an impact resistant ABS plastic case with flush 
fitting winding handle and convenient  
strap handle. 

 Blade Blade Order Code Price/1
 Length Width SEN-536 THB
 10m/33’ 9.5mm -2420K NA
 20m/66’ 9.5mm -2440K NA
 30m/100’ 9.5mm -2460K NA
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